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MEMORABLE US
TRIPS TO ADD TO 

 YOUR BUCKET LIST



Hello!  My name is Jessica and I'm the owner and sole travel advisor at Destination

Known Travel.  

Luxury travel is more than a lavish hotel room and first-class flights.  Luxury travel is a

carefully crafted combination of destination, cultural immersion, unique experiences,

and highly personalized service...something online booking sites cannot give you.

With constantly changing travel advisories, travelers have put most of their travel on

hold for the foreseeable future, including myself.   I am here to let you know, there are

alternatives within the United States that will fulfill the trip you are dreaming of.  I have

created a trip list with some wonderful trips that will provide the respite you deserve.

As a travel advisor, I want to be your confidant, a trusted source for travel information

and suggestions.   I design custom-tailored vacations based on your individual desires

and needs.  You can travel the country's most desirable city, beach, and mountain

destinations with 24/7 support. 

As your travel advisor, I will work hard to make sure your needs are met, and your

vacation is memorable.
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W H A T ' S  N E X T ?13 Tips on how you can start  planning your next
vacation

2 H E L L O
A welcome message from Jessica

4 D E S T I N A T I O N S
Instagram worthy locat ions

5 U N I Q U E  E X P E R I E N C E S
Create memories worth talking about.

8 E X C E P T I O N A L  F O O D  &  W I N E
Cul inary journeys to del ight  your tastebuds

10 M U L T I - G E N E R A T I O N A L
Perfect  places for  k ids and family  reunions

11 U L T R A  L U X U R I O U S
These are the best  of  the best.

12 U P  &  C O M I N G
Hotels and resorts to look foward to in 2021
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Scottsdale has something for everyone!    

Luxurious hotels with stunning

backdrops, world class spas and golf

courses, unique architecture, hiking

and a delicious culinary scene are

waiting for you in this desert paradise.  

The Grand Canyon is a quick

helicopter ride away for those that

want a little adventure.
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Enjoy the outdoors in Jackson Hole,

without missing out on the luxury and

crowds found in Vail and Aspen.  With  

some of the best skiing in the west

(over 500 inches of snow a year), two

national parks nearby, a wide variety

of activities, and premier

accommodations, Jackson Hole is the

perfect year-round destination.

3

These little islands are guaranteed to

satisfy your need for a tropical

vacation.  The Florida Keys offer

luxurious hotels, fantastic diving, deep

sea fishing, a wide range of water

sports, relaxing spas, beautiful

beaches, and unforgettable sunsets. 

 The Keys are also a wonderful choice 

 for intimate destination weddings.
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SCOTTSDALE ,  AR IZONA

THE  FLOR IDA  KEYS

JACKSON HOLE ,  WYOMING

DESTINATIONS
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EXPERIENCES

Disconnect on a secluded retreat into the

rust colored desert of Utah.  Your canvas

topped tent and private plunge pool is

situated around  a shared restaurant,

pool and gathering area. With a total of

10 luxury tents, you are assured an

intimate experience surrounded by the

dramatic landscape of Utah's wilderness.

Cypress Point, Pine Valley, Oakmont,

and Shinnecock Hills are a few of the

courses a golf enthusiast would love to

[play.  While these courses are usually

members only, I can reserve tee time. 

 If you want an exclusive once-in-a-

lifetime experience, I can even arrange

a tee time with a green jacket winner!

6
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STAY  IN  AN  EXCLUS IVE  DESERT  
TENTED  CAMP IN  UTAH

BIKE  THROUGH OREGON
WINE  COUNTRY

PLAY  THE  TOP  GOLF  COURSES  
IN  THE  UNITED  STATES

Cycle, savor, and sip your way through

Oregon's beautiful wine country.  Your  

6 day ride will take you by waterfalls,

around the Rowena Loops, and

through the Twin Tunnels, as you visit  

vineyards, microbreweries and local

farm to table restaurants.  
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EXPERIENCES

If you like to travel for a cause, why

not support a sanctuary with your

visit, and learn a little about its

residents, survival efforts and

conservation practices.  From

elephants to chimpanzees, you can

enjoy an interactive visit as part of

your vacation.
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Experience the culture and romance of

the city that never sleeps an exclusive

itinerary.   Learn to make cocktails in a

speakeasy, make your Broadway debut

with a walk-on role in Chicago, or

watch the sunrise from the top of the

Empire State Building.  Families can

even experience an private interactive

live theater in Central Park.
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There are a few unique diving

opportunities around the US.  Whether you

want to experience a jellyfish dive, swim

through a kelp forest, be one of a few lucky

divers to explore a marine conservation, or

dive in a 400,000 gallon aquarium, the

options are pretty phenomenal.  

8

ANIMAL  SANCTUARY  EXPER IENCES

DIV ING  OPPORTUNIT IES
AROUND THE  US

BE  A  V IP  IN  NEW YORK C ITY
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EXPERIENCES

If you cannot get to the Christmas

markets of France and Germany,

Wisconsin has a few markets

reminiscent of  those found in Europe.

Each year, travelers enjoy strolling

through the stalls with a glass of

mulled wine while searching for the

perfect gift..  Some markets even

celebrate with holiday festivities!

1
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Spend some much deserved time

reconnecting your mind, body, and spirit

at a wellness resort.  With 2020 behind

you, 2021 is the perfect time to focus on

your well-being.  You can choose to

enjoy a resort on your own for much

needed quiet time, or you can work with

a resorts wellness experts to reach your

personal goals.  

1
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Yes, I said you can ski in Hawai'i! 

 While this opportunity to swoosh

down a dormant volcano is for

experienced skiers only, there is plenty

for the rest of the group to do here in

the meantime.  And Hawai'i is the

perfect destination to explore and

learn about local culture and cuisine.

1
1

GET  FEST IVE  IN  WISCONSIN

SKI  IN  HAWAI ' I

REJUVENATE  AT  A  WELLNESS  
RESORT
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EXCEPTIONAL FOOD & WINE

While Napa Valley may be your first

thought when seeking a culinary experience

in California, Sonoma is equally delightful! 

 Farm-to-table restaurants, specialty food

stores, and delectable wines make this a

wonderful destination.  Add to that the local

art scene, outdoor activities, and beautiful

accommodations, and you have the perfect

long weekend getaway.   
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With four Michelin star restaurants a

piece, San Francisco and New York

City share the honor of the most 3 star

restaurants in the United States.  Both

cities offer wonderful cocktail bars,

and have many other activities that

will 

1
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Whether you prefer a plethora of food

trucks, small local eateries, or James

Beard winning restaurants, you will

find it all in Austin.  This vibrant city

also offers great food, a strong art

scene, and a plethora of local

breweries.  Add the well-known

southern hospitality and this Teas city

is sure to please.

1
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SONOMA,  CAL IFORNIA

AUST IN ,  TEXAS

GO B ICOASTAL  TO  EXPER IENCE
TWO TOP  MICHEL IN  STAR  C IT IES
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EXCEPTIONAL FOOD & WINE

With over 900 wineries, Washington

State is the second largest wine region

in the United States.   Many

winemakers form partnerships where

they share vineyards, splitting the area

by rows or sections.  With over 70

grape varietals being grown, it is best

to choose your destination based on

your unique  wine preferences.

1
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With over 375 wineries and an array of

beautiful accommodations, Napa

Valley appeals to all wine lovers. 

 Whether you are looking to visit well-

known wineries, such as William Hill,

or you want to discover little known

boutique wineries, your itinerary will

focus on your personal preferences.

1
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Long Island is known as a luxurious

summer playground.  It is also a wine

lovers dream, with over 60 wineries

producing wonderful local wines.  Take

a day or two and enjoy access to the

region's top wineries with a

knowledgeable guide.  

1
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WASHINGTON STATE  WINER IES

LONG ISLAND WINE  TOUR

NAPA  VALLEY  WINER IES
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MULTI-GENERATIONAL

Traveling with Adventures by Disney is a

truly unique experience.  Choose from

immersive guided tours on 6 continents,

with or without kids, and prepare for the

VIP treatment.  Enjoy private events,

tours with no lines, top notch

accommodations, and sumptuous dining

experiences, all while being surrounded

by local culture and beauty.

1
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Get ready to relax at your private oasis.

Your stunning accommodations---

including castles, villas, and seaside

estates---come with the option of a private

chef, a butler, in-house spa treatments,

child care, and car rental, so you don't

have to worry about more than packing a

suitcase. 

2
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There is no shortage of family friendly

resorts around the US for you and your

extended family to enjoy.  Many of these

destinations go above and beyond,

offering extensive activity lists and

personal services, to make family

gatherings extra special.  

2
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ADVENTURES  BY  D ISNEY

FAMILY  FR IENDLY  RESORTS

FAMILY  REUNION IN  A  
LUXURY  V I L LA  RENTAL

https://www.disneytravelcenter.com/eb01620d07/
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ULTRA LUXE

Experience a truly custom Alaska

experience by sailing through the

inside passage on your own private

yacht.  Visit remote villages, have

intimate wildlife encounters, and

enjoy a wide range of activities curated

just for you.

2
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Have you ever seen a picture of a

remote destination far removed from

traditional hotels and thought, "I

would love to stay there, but I'm not

sure how?"  That dream can become a

luxurious reality with glamping,

"glamour camping" in posh, plush, and

intimate tented sites.

2
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It is no secret that Hawai'i is a tropical

paradise.   Maui's charming towns,

championship golf courses, world-class

resorts, and beautiful scenery, are sure

to fulfill every vacation dream you

may have. And the  Four Seasons

Wailea is the perfect home base to start

your adventure.

2
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EXPLORE  ALASKA  ON A  
PR IVATE  YACHT

FOUR  SEASONS  RESORT  
MAUI  AT  WAILEA

ONCE  IN  A  L I FET IME  GLAMPING
EXPER IENCE
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UP AND COMING

Viking River Cruises is on track to

bring its world-class river cruising to

the United States in 2022!   Immerse

yourself in the history and culture of

the United States while floating up the

Mighty Mississippi on a state-of-the-art

ship built with your ultimate comfort

in mind. 
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The Six Senses New York will consist of

two twisted towers located between the

Hudson River and The High Line.  The

hotel will be focused on a culinary

approach to wellness, featuring two

restaurants.  Additionally, the Senses Spa

will offer a range of wellness treatments

for the mind and body.  

Stanly Ranch, an Auberge Resorts

Collection, is scheduled to open in late

2021 in Napa Valley.  With cottages

nestled into the edge of pristine

vineyards, and an exquisite event

space with views of the rolling hills,

this is the perfect place to relax and

connect with your loved ones.

2
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VIK ING  MISS ISS IPP I

STANLY  RANCH ,  NAPA  VALLEY

S IX  SENSES ,  NEW YORK

2
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If you plan on taking multiple trips in the next

few years,  I invite you to make a list and send it

to me.  I will load everything into an online file

that we can both access and communicate

through, so everything is there when you are

ready to start planning.  You can also opt in to

receiving custom information on destinations

and experiences you are interested in.   

Not sure where to go?  Tell me your travel style

and I will help you figure it out.  I am here to

assist you.

E M A I L  Y O U R  L I S T  T O  M E  A T  
 J E S S I C A @ D E S T I N A T I O N K N O W N T R A V E L . C O M

CHECKL IST

List places you would

like to visit and

experiences you would

like to have;

your travel musts;

your travel likes;

your travel dislikes;

and who you usually

travel with;

Finally, send me your

travel profile so we can

get started!

NOTES

Where do you want to go?



Start planning now!  Many of these trips have multiple components, and some even sell out

a year or more in advance.  

THREE THINGS

Always consider travel insurance!  I have always felt that insurance as a good idea, but with

the current travel situation being so fluid, I recommend you review the plans sent to you

with your proposed itinerary.  Not all insurance companies are the same and not all

situations are covered.   

Use a travel advisor.   A good, caring travel advisor is worth his/her weight in gold.   As your

travel advisor, I am with you before, during, and after your journey.  I am committed to

getting to know your travel likes, dislikes, and preferences.  If there is an issue, I will sit on

hold for hours until it is resolved...which has happened a time or two.  Your time is valuable

and I want you to savor every moment of your getaway without hesitation.

Start planning now!  Multi-destination trips, specialty experiences, and detailed itineraries

require hours of coordination between you, your travel agent, and all the suppliers involved.  

Add to that the uncertainty of travel right now, people are booking trips for 2021, 2022 and

2023.  In a "normal" travel year, some tours and experiences are "sold out" a year or more in

advance.   If you are concerned about travel cancellations in the coming months, you can

rest easy knowing that many of my partners now offer stress-free bookings with up front

cancellation policies and improved cancellation benefits.

T I P  N U M B E R  1 :  U S E  A  T R A V E L  A D V I S O R

T I P  N U M B E R  2 :  S T A R T  P L A N N I N G  N O W

T I P  N U M B E R  3 :  C O N S I D E R  T R A V E L  I N S U R A N C E

JESSICA SEPULVEDA-VIOLA 
JESSICA@DESTINATIONKNOWNTRAVEL.COM
(407) 308-2376


